LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW 14TH FEBRUARY 2015
JUDGE – HELEN MARRIOTT-POWER
Many thanks to Chris and Janet for the invitation to judge and to The Lancashire Cat Club for their hospitality.
Also many thanks to Maria for stepping in to steward for me at the last minute, excellent in looking after both
the cats and myself, a great day in excellent company.

AV IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER FEMALE
1 OGRPC RATHBONE'S CH & IGRPR JAYSHELM TAMARISK SIN FN 27.7.10
Elegant four plus years of age Singapura lady. Nice head when viewed from the front of rounded skull with
nicely rounded width at outer eye, narrowing to definite whisker break. Medium, short, broad muzzle with blunt
nose. In profile rounded skull and slight stop just below the eye line, then nose has slight bump in line to tip.
Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Fairly large ears, wide at base, deep cupped and tilted slightly outwards.
Large eyes with dark outline, held wide open, pale green in colour. Nicely balanced with medium size and
length to body of very good weight and slender legs tapering to small oval paws. Well shaped tail, slender and
with a blunt dark tip. Excellent coat is short, fine, silky and close lying. Base colour to coat of pale ivory with
deep sepia brown ticking, showing clear bands of colour. Ticking colour more intense down spine. Muzzle,
chest, stomach and inner legs of unticked ivory. Barring on inner front legs and back knees only. Nose leather
mid-dark salmon with dark outline. Cheetah lines from inner corner of eye towards just behind whisker pads.
Brown spurs on lower back hind legs. Hint of broken necklace. Nice natured.
ROGRPC CLARKE'S IGRCH & IGRPR KARLAC JAYLENE BUR b FN 20.8.04
Eleven plus years old lady shown in excellent condition. Medium to longer body of very good size and weight
with a well filled tummy but still well balanced with good muscle tone. Proportionate length, shapely legs and
neat oval paws. Well shaped tail just balances body length. Coat is a fairly short and close lying and of
excellent satin like texture with a lovely sheen to it. Chocolate Burmese of warm toned, medium to darker
chocolate with slightly darker contrast masking to face and ears. Good width to gently rounded top of head
between well shaped ears of goodly size, she was tending to hold them a trifle low but looked much improved
when in the pen. In profile very slight rounding to brow, fairly good nose break, nose a trifle long but straight.
Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Good size and shape to chartreuse coloured eyes well set. Lovely
temperament.
Not placed
CREATON & WALKER'S GRCH & IGRPR CRINKLES FORGET MENOT SRL f FN 17.4.09
Playful almost five years old lady who was also well in the running. Good breadth to head which is set on a
short neck, round underlying bone structure and full cheeks. Strong profile line shows rounded forehead, slight
nose break and short, broad straight nose with a downward slant. Good width to muzzle with well padded
whisker pads. Level bite and fair depth chin. Neat ears are broad at base and set well apart. Large round, well
open, yellow eyes set wide apart. Medium build and very good weight for size to cobby body giving a
rectangular appearance with shoulders and rump of equal breadth. Proportionate, medium length legs and
rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and with a rounded tip and with plumy fur. Tortoiseshell
Selkirk Rex Longhair with a full semi longhair coat which is thick and dense, standing out from the body in
loose individual curls around face and neck, a little more open on sides and back but with a soft, plush feel.
Lovely ruff of long curls framing face.

AC BRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND CHAMPION MALE
1 IGRCC DARLING'S GR CH COUNTRYSTYLE SILVER TRAVIS BRI ns 22 M 7.6.12
Good overall balance to this two and a half years old boy of good size and weight with good muscle tone.
Broad head has full cheeks to a round face when viewed from the front with good breadth to skull and rounded
top of head of good width between small to medium sized ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the
head, rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break, nose just a trifle long but straight.
Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, green colour at centre but paling to
yellowy tones at outer edge. Short neck to cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, deep
chest. Short, very strong, well boned legs and large, rounded paws. Short, thick tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Fairly short and dense coat is the soft side of crisp in texture. Black Silver Tabby British of
bright silver ground colour with a clear black classic pattern. Hint of tarnishing to muzzle and paws. Lovely
temperament.

AC BRITISH/SELKIRK REX GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
1 IGRCC WALSH'S GRCH LOUREWZ MISS DIOR BRI ns 24 F 1.7.13
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Four and a half years old lady who I would prefer a trifle larger overall but of very nice type. Head has full
cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between the ears set
far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, medium in size and rounded at the tips. In profile rounded
brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open
eyes set wide apart, green in colour. Well balanced, medium build to compact body with a level back, good
breadth chest, proportionate boned, short legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Short, dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Black Silver Spotted British of bright silver ground
colour with charcoal and black spotting. Sweet natured.

AC RUSSIAN, ABYSSINIAN, KORAT OR THAI CHAMPION MALE
1 GCC PHILLIPS'S CH MELKELTER WISHFUL THINKING RUS a M 20.2.14
Well developed one year old boy. Good head has a short wedge from the tip of the nose to eyes and is
equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears, slight change in angle to
profile line. Prominent whisker pads form a good broad muzzle. Level bite and fair depth, rounded chin. Large,
fairly tall, pointed ears, wide at base and vertically set, following the outer contours of the face. Eyes set wide
apart, good size and shape, green in colour. Long, muscular body of good bone just a trifle lean on the
haunches at present, strong, proportionate length legs to balance body and oval paws. Good moderately long,
gently tapering tail to balance body, showing a little stud tail today. Coat is short, density is developing and
starting to stand out from the body. Russian Blue of medium to deeper blue. A lively fellow.

AC RUSSIAN, ABYSSINIAN, KORAT OR THAI CHAMPION FEMALE
1 GCC PHILLIPS'S CH MELKELTER GALIYA GERTRUDA RUS a F 20.2.14
One year old young lady who is still developing but with a nice overall look to her. Head has a short wedge
from the tip of the nose to eyes and is equidistant from the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head
between the ears. Prominent whisker pads form an excellent broad muzzle. Level bite and fair depth, rounded
chin. Tall, pointed ears, wide at base and vertically set, following the outer contours of the face. Eyes are set
wide apart, good size and shape, vivid green in colour and with a lovely expression. Elegant, long body of
medium bone with proportionate long, slim legs and neat oval paws. Moderately long, gently tapering tail to
balance body. Developing coat is fine, softish texture, starting to stand out from lower body. Russian Blue of
medium blue colour, faint rings on tail. Excellent ‘bread maker’, excellent temperament.
RGCC CHERRY'S CH SITHEE MADAM BELLADONNA RUS n F 2.10.10
Four and a half years old lady. Nice head, short wedge from the tip of the nose to eyes and is equidistant from
the eyes to ears. Flat appearance to top of head between the ears. Prominent whisker pads form a good broad
muzzle. Profile shows straight forehead to upper eye level, very shallow concave curve then nose is straight to
tip. Level bite and fair depth chin. Fairly large, pointed ears, wide at base and vertically set with the outer line
following the outer contours of the face. Eyes are set wide apart, slightly full almond shape, gentle expression,
green in colour. Excellent size and weight to elegant, long, muscular body of medium bone. Long
proportionate legs to balance body and small oval paws. Moderately long, gently tapering tail to balance body.
Limited double coat, with a little density to undercoat, fine and softish texture, fairly short and stands out
slightly from the lower sides of the body, almost sleek and close lying along the back. Russian Black with a
super sheen to sound black colour. Super temperament.

AC COLOURPOINTED BRITISH ADULT
1 CC & BOB BERRY'S MAWBRITZ BOBS MYUNCLE BRI a 33 M 26.5.14
Good size and weight for ten months of age. Nice head has full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to
skull and rounded top of head of good width between small to medium sized ears set far apart to follow the
outer contours of the head, rounded at the tips. Good in profile with rounded brow, medium nose break and
short, straight, broad nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, rather
pale, bluey-grey colour. Cobby look to body with a level back and good breadth chest, proportionate legs and
rounded paws. Good medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is a trifle long, fairly
dense, soft side of crisp in texture. Blue Colourpointed British with rather shaded body colour but does tone
with the deepish blue points. Nice natured.

AC COLOURPOINTED BRITISH NEUTER
BOB WARDLE'S OB IGRPR ADATEBU BLUE SNOWMAN TARIS BRI a 33 MN 23.2.08
Very large, weighty seven years old boy with a full tummy but maintaining muscle tone. Nice head has lovely
full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between neat
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ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, small in size and rounded at the tips. In profile
strongly rounded brow, definite nose break, nose a trifle long but straight and broad. Level bite and fair depth
chin. Good size to well open eyes set wide apart, mid-blue in colour. Huge, longish body with a level back, low
on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest. Short, chunky legs and very large, rounded paws. Very thick, good
length tail with a rounded tip. Coat is a trifle long but very dense and just the soft side of crisp in texture. Blue
Colourpointed British showing some heavy shading to white body colour but does tone with the well defined
deepish blue points. Lovely temperament.

AC SELKIRK REX NEUTER FEMALE
BOB CREATON & WALKER'S GRCH & IGRPR CRINKLES FORGET MENOT SRL f FN 17.4.09

DEVON REX ADULT MALE
1 CC & BOB DODD'S POOLSIDE EBONY MILO DRX ns M 17.5.14
Ten months old Black Smoke Devon Rex boy. Head has short, fairly broad wedge with fairly good cheek
bones, nice muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin. In profile brow curves back to flat skull, I would prefer
stronger definition to stop, short nose. Well defined whisker break. Ears are set low and wide apart, well
covered in fur, tufts at tips, wide at base, tapering to rounded tips, short ear muffs around base, I would just
prefer them a trifle larger for perfection. Large oval shaped, green eyes, set wide apart and sloping towards
outer edges of ears. Hard body with good muscle tone, medium in length, slender and with a broad chest.
Slender neck. Slim legs and neat oval paws. Long, tapering tail, well covered in wavy fur. Excellent coat, soft
texture, short and dense, even in length over body, well rippled along back and sides. Crinkled eyebrows and
whiskers. Nice natured.

DEVON REX ADULT FEMALE
1 CC REHMAN'S MAGICAL ANGEL OF AMUN DRX hs 21 F 18.4.14
Chocolate Tortie Silver Devon Rex girl of eleven months of age and with a lovely ‘naughty’ expression. Head
has fairly short, broad wedge with high cheek bones, good muzzle, level bite and good depth, rounded chin.
In profile brow curving back to flat skull, fairly good stop, nose a trifle long, well defined whisker break. Nice
large ears are set low and wide apart, wide at base, tapering to rounded tips, slight ear muffs around bases.
Large oval shaped, yellow eyes, set wide apart and sloping towards outer edges of ears. Petite lady of good
weight for size of body with a good firm feel, proportionate length, slim legs and neat oval paws. Long,
tapering tail, fairly well covered in fur. Soft texture to short coat but a bit sparse in places over body, good tight
wave to rest. Chewed whiskers. Lovely temperament and good purr.

SPHYNX ADULT MALE
BOB BRYNES'S GR CH GALILEO SPHYNX BASIUM SPH n 03 M 14.4.11
Large Black and White Sphynx boy of nearly four years of age. Lovely head with rounded contours to a
modified wedge with prominent cheek bones and distinctive whisker break with prominent whisker pads. In
profile good dip at eye line. Strong rounded muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large, wide at base
ears, set well apart and at slight angle to head, rounded at tips. Lemon shape to large, wide set eyes correctly
slanted towards outer edges of ears, pale green in colour. Very good size and weight to medium length,
muscular body with rounded, broad chest and proportionate long, slender legs with thick, oval paws and long
toes. Long, fine tail to balance body. Fine down over body, slightly thicker over nose, back of ears and tail.
Rather sparse whiskers and eyebrows. Playful fellow with a lovely temperament.

SPHYNX ADULT FEMALE
1 CC FISHER'S XZIBIT MISS LETTUCE SPH n F 12.5.14
Black Sphynx girl of excellent size and weight at ten months of age. Head is still developing but has rounded
contours to a modified wedge with fair cheek bones, good whisker break with prominent whisker pads. Nice in
profile with slight dip at eye line. Rounded muzzle is just a trifle fine, level bite and fair depth chin. Large, wide
at base ears, set well apart and at slight angle to head, rounded at tips. Lemon shape to large, wide set eyes,
correctly slanted towards outer edges of ears. Medium length to muscular body with rounded, broad chest and
long, slim legs with thick, oval paws. Long, fine, tapering tail to balance body. Fine down over body, slightly
thicker over nose, back of ears and paws, slightly excessive down on haunches. Rather sparse whiskers and
eyebrows. Nice natured.
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BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT MALE
1 CC HIBBS'S SUNSTORM SOLARECLIPSE F CHRISJAY BEN N 24 M 27.2.14
Very shy one year old boy. Medium body, long and muscular with medium length, well boned legs and large
rounded paws. Medium length tail with a rounded, dark tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft in
texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of pale golden brown ground colour with large multi-coloured rosettes. Clear
facial markings with ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over head. Broken
lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Medium wedge with rounded contours, fairly high
cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of
nose, very slight dip to nose then straight to tip. I would prefer a fuller muzzle but fair depth chin, bite
unchecked. Good whisker pads. Medium sized ears follow the outer contours of the head, wide at base and
rounded at tips. Yellow colour to almond shaped eyes well slanted towards the base of the ear. I would prefer
them larger.

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT FEMALE
1 CC & BOB HOLDEN'S ZAWADI MANISHA BEN n 24 F 19.1.14
Elegant fourteen months old girl with a medium body, long, sleek and muscular with medium length,
proportionate legs and rounded paws. Good length tail, thick and even, carried low and with a rounded, dark
tip. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal with
excellent black and brown spotting some small some rosettes against a pale rufus ground colour. Pale down
front of chest and centre of tummy. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks
over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Medium wedge with rounded
contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve from
forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Fair muzzle, level bite but slightly
shallow chin. Good whisker pads. Medium to large sized ears following the outer contours of the head, wide at
base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of
the ear. Sweet natured.

SNOW MARBLED BENGAL ADULT
1 CC & BOB NUGENT'S GOLDSUN ZEUS BEN n 22 33 M 17.8.13
Slightly nervous one and a half years old boy. Medium to large body, muscular with medium length, strong
legs and large rounded paws. Medium length tail, thick and even and with a rounded, dark tip. Short to
medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Blue-Eyed Snow Marbled Bengal of ivory body
colour with strong mid to dark brown markings. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and
vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Good medium
wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile
flattish forehead, slight dip to nose then straight to tip. Broad nose, fairly strong muzzle, level bite but slightly
shallow chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Medium to large ears follow the outer contours of the head, very wide
at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the
ear, pale blue in colour.

SNOW MARBLED BENGAL KITTEN
1 & BOB GOODGER'S SOOSTEE GAUDETE BEN n 22 33 F 6.8.14
Very well grown seven months old girl with a medium to large body of excellent size and weight, long and firm
with medium length, well boned legs and large rounded paws. Medium length tail with a rounded, brown tip.
Short to medium length coat, fairly dense and soft and in texture. Blue-Eyed Snow Marbled Bengal of pale
ivory body colour with good definition to brown markings. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps
and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Medium
wedge with rounded contours, fairly high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. In
profile slight dip at eye line then straight to tip. Good muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Small to
medium sized ears following the outer contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond
shaped eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of the ear, pale to medium blue in colour. Nice
natured.

KORAT NEUTER
BOB HUDSON'S PR KOORAHK PRAJOW KOR MN 28.1.12
Three plus years old Korat boy. Heart shaped head when viewed from the front with good breadth between
and across the eyes and gently curving to a well developed muzzle. Large and flat forehead. Slight downward
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curve to short nose. Profile shows slight stop between nose and forehead. Level bite and fair depth chin.
Medium to large ears, flared at base, set high on head and giving alert expression. Large, luminous,
prominent eyes, green in colour. Good muscle tone to medium sized and boned cat with semi cobby
appearance. Good legs to balance body and oval paws. Medium length tail, heavier at base and tapering to
rounded tip which has a minor defect. Fairly short coat, fine and close lying. Silver tipping to blue coat of rather
deep shade for my preference but with a lovely sheen to it.

DEVON REX NEUTER
1 PC & BOB BURROWS & FELTON'S DADDYO DIRTY GERTIE DRX fs 21 33 FN 13.11.13
Silver Tortie Tabby Pointed Devon Rex lady of sixteen months of age with plenty to say for herself. Nice
overall type to head with a short, broad wedge with high cheek bones, strong muzzle, level bite and firm chin.
Brow curves back to flat skull, good stop and short nose which just shows a slight bump in the line to tip, well
defined whisker break. Ears are set low and wide apart, well covered in fur, large and wide at base, tapering
to rounded tips, short ear muffs around base. Large oval shaped eyes, set wide apart and sloping towards
outer edges of ears, medium blue in colour. Hard body with good muscle tone, medium in length, slender and
with a broad chest. Slender neck. Slim legs and neat oval paws. Long, tapering tail, well covered in wavy fur.
Excellent coat, soft texture, short and dense, even in length over body, well rippled along back and sides.
Crinkled eyebrows and whiskers.

BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER
BOB WINDER'S PR SOUTHLAKES SHERE KHAN BEN n 24 MN 7.4.13
Very large nearly two years old boy, long and muscular with proportionate, strong legs and large rounded
paws. Medium length tail, thick and even and with a rounded, dark tip. Good coat, fairly dense, soft and
luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of bright rufus ground colour with black and brown multi-toned
rosettes. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over head. Broken lines and spots on
legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Broad, medium wedge with rounded contours, high cheek bones and
head correctly small in proportion to body. In profile gentle curve from forehead to bridge of nose, slight
concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Large, broad nose with puffed nose leather. Full, broad muzzle,
level bite and fair depth chin. Pronounced whisker pads. Thick muscular neck. Medium to large ears following
the outer contours of the head, wide at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and
correctly slanted towards the base of the ear. Shy but gentle nature.
1 PC CHEAL'S TOBYSDEN TEREESCHENKO BEN N 24 MN 19.4.14
Eleven months old boy of excellent size and weight to long body, muscular with longish, strong legs and large
rounded paws. Long, thick and even tail, carried low and with a rounded, dark tip. Good length coat, fairly
dense, soft and luxurious in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal of light rufus ground colour with large spotting and
some multi-coloured rosettes. Clear ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks, chin straps and vertical streaks over
head. Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Medium wedge with rounded
contours, fairly high cheek bones and head correctly small in proportion to body. Good profile with gentle curve
from forehead to bridge of nose, slight concave curve to nose then straight to tip. Good muzzle, level bite, fair
depth, rounded chin and pronounced whisker pads. Large ears but follow the outer contours of the head, wide
at base and rounded at tips. Full, almond shaped, green eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of
the ear. Lovely temperament.
2 HOLDEN'S BULDARA ABU BEN n 24 MN 24.2.14
Super size and weight to this one year old boy. Large, long body, good muscle tone, medium length, strong
legs and large rounded paws. Long tapering tail. Short to medium length coat, fairly dense, soft and luxurious
in texture. Brown Spotted Bengal with good ‘M’ on face, pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over head.
Broken lines and spots on legs, rings on tail and spots on tummy. Head needs a little more breadth to top and
at cheeks but has rounded contours and is small in proportion to body. Rather straight line to profile. Good
muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin. Good whisker pads. Medium sized ears, wide at base and rounded
at tips but set slightly high on head. Full, almond shaped eyes, large and correctly slanted towards the base of
the ear. Nice natured.

